
In these uncertain 
times, we carefully 
curate content to 
respect cultural and 
political sensitivities, 
ensuring a harmonious 
onboard environment.

All content is licensed 
for viewing at sea, a 
crucial factor for 
blue-chip companies 
seeking reliable 
entertainment solutions.

Cultural 
Diversity

Tailored for global 
crews, our content 
library includes 
World Cinema titles 
from India, Philippines, 
Greece, Eastern 
Europe, and beyond.

Curation
Sensitivity

License
Compliance

Early Access 
Titles

All-in-One
Solution

Unlock a World of Entertainment 
at Sea with KVH Link/linkHUB

Streaming                                             KVH Link

Exclusive Features for Seamless Entertainment

Benefits for You and Your Crew:

1 hour of full HD (1080 dpi) streaming = 3 GB of data* No use of monthly data plan for streaming content!

20 people onboard enjoying just 1 hour of HD each per day =

1,800 GB of data per month!
Your crew can enjoy content and save their data for browsing =

0 GB of data per month!

Keeping crew engaged, informed, and entertained at sea is vital to crew morale. While people are used to 
streaming content on shore and new services like Starlink are reducing data costs, is streaming the best, 
most practical, or most affordable means of delivering news and entertainment to commercial seafarers?

* Popular Science, “How much data does streaming live TV use?”

Do you want to revolutionize your crew experience while saving on data costs?
Get in touch today or visit www.kvh.com/link for more information.

Crew Cohesion: Installing KVH 
Link/linkHUB in recreational 
areas fosters social bonding, 
encouraging crew members to 
spend downtime together.

Overcoming Restrictions: Popular 
streaming services like Netflix and 
Amazon face increasing restrictions, 
with VPN use often banned in many 
countries. KVH Link/linkHUB offers a 
seamless and reliable alternative.

MLC2006 Compliance: Align with 
MLC2006 guidelines by providing your 
crew regularly updated entertainment 
libraries, contributing to their overall 
well-being during long sea journeys.

KVH Link/linkHUB is 
your vessel’s 
one-stop-shop for a 
diverse range of content, 
including news, sports, 
movies, TV shows, 
documentaries, viral 
clips, music, podcasts, 
and wellbeing clips

Enjoy exclusive 
releases not available 
on mainstream 
streaming platforms 
for months or years.

With 15+ crew members using individual streaming 
platforms, a 1TB plan will vanish quickly. One major 
tanker fleet’s experience with Starlink reveals throttling 
their usage to 1GB per crew member daily, insufficient 
to meet the needs of streaming services.

Save data on streaming with KVH Link, the all-in-one entertain-
ment and crew wellbeing packages for crew enjoyment. KVH 
Link allows crew to directly watch their favorite movies, TV 
shows, music, and sports on demand. This frees up their data to 
browse the Internet and connect with friends and family ashore.
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